
TC One
User Guide

App not compatible with Apple iOS devices.
Not water resistant.

The watch should be charged for at least 2 hours 
before use.

The TC One takes a memory card.
To install the memory card, slide into slot A.

The TC One can be used with a SIM card or connected
to a smartphone. To install the SIM card, slide slot B in
the direction of the arrows (Up), then lift to unlock and 
open the SIM card holder. Insert the SIM and return the 
SIM card holder to its original position.
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WATCH DETAILS

CHARGING THE BATTERY

Ensure you wear the TC One in the correct direction, 
the power button should be located below the screen 
nearest to the body, and the camera above the screen.

Power button  : Power On/Off. Long press for ON/OFF 
and short press to EXIT from menu to clock. Short 
press at clock display to light on or off the display.

USB:   Charging/Data;

Touchscreen:   All the functions can be complete by
sliding or clicking on the capacitive touch screen.

Turn on, use your finger to work the touch screen:
• Slide from right to left to enter next page of menu.
• Click icon on menu to enter sub-menu.
• Slide from top to bottom to return to main menu.

On the clock screen, click the center of the clock
to change the clock face, there are 3 different style 
faces available

WEARING YOUR WATCH

OPERATING THE TOUCH SCREEN

CHANGING THE CLOCK DISPLAY

Scan   the QR code below to download the app on
your android phone. This app is used to sync your 
phone to your smart watch.

Android 5.0 above, please install
 Mediatek SmartDevice application:

Android 2.3.3 to 4.4, please install 
 Smile Notification application:

These can also be downloaded at Google Play Store.

DOWNLOADING THE SMARTPHONE APP

To use the app, turn on Bluetooth on your phone.

When the app is installed make your phone
discoverable in the Blutooth settings.

Connecting from your phone

Search for devices and pair with ‘smart watch’. 

Connecting from your watch

On your TC One smartwatch Select BT Dialer 
>Search new device
Find your phone
>Pair

Once connected, your watch will send a request to 
your device to allow syncing with your phonebook and 
call history.

Accept this request to allow full synchronizing of the 
phone book and call history, if this is not accepted it 
can affect usability of these functions.

BLUETOOTH

Message   Sync phone/watch to send/receive messages.

Calls Sync call history from smartphone, including 
missed calls, dialled calls, received calls and all calls.

Blutooth Set Blutooth on and off.

BT Dialer Bluetooth    connect from watch to smartphone.

Remote Notifier Sync messages from smartphone: 
Twitter, Facebook, etc.

Remote Capture   Controlled by the TC One watch,
use your smartphone camera to take photos.
To use this function your need to turn on the smartphone 
camera.

Anti lost   Find your watch or phone with via its synced
device. Two-way anti-lost.

Audio Player Play music both on the TC One smart 
watch and on the synchronized smartphone
(connected by Bluetooth). The audio player on should 
be activated first for some smartphones. 

BASIC FUNCTIONS Pedometer   Pedometer is   designed for those who want 
to track their steps. For a more accurate reading of 
steps, swing your arms when walking. In the pedometer 
function, slide left to show steps, calories, speed,
distance etc. The pedometer will track the steps while 
the watch is not being used however it will not track 
steps when the watch is turned off. 

Sleep Monitor Keep a record of of deep sleep and light 
sleep to know your quality of sleep.

Rest Designed for those that spend most of their day 
stationary, a reminder can be set to remind wearer to 
keep active.

APK   Scan the QR code via your android smart phone, 
to download the synchronizing software.

Alarm   Set an alarm for a desired time.

Calculator   Perform calculations

Calendar   Keep track of the date and set event dates.

Image Viewer   View saved images

User Profiles General, Silent, Meeting, Outdoor

File Manager See files on memory card

Settings language, display, password, etc.

Camera Take photos

• The TC One i s not water resistant.

• Please charge fully before use, charging time
 needed: 1-2 hours.

• Please use the cable supplied with the watch.
 Charger for android smartphone can also be used.

• When using Bluetooth it may disconnect occasionally,     
 if so, please reconnect following the steps above.

• Some smartphones will show the name of the song in  
 audio player, but some will not. This is normal.

Unable to power on   Press the power button for at
least 3 seconds to turn on. If the watch still does
not turn on, connect to charger.

Short usage time /sudden shut down Watch may
not be charged fully. Recharge to full battery to extend 
usage time. If SIM card is installed this will affect battery 
life if signal is poor.

Unable to hear when using the phone When making 
a call via BT dialer the watch may be too far from the 
connected smartphone or something is obstructingthe 
signal. Keep the connected smartphone in close range.

NOTES

TROUBLE SHOOTING


